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Abstract
In this paper, we present a novel distortion model for
phrase-based statistical machine translation. Unlike the previous phrase distortion models whose role is to simply penalize nonmonotonic alignments[1, 2], the new model assigns
the probability of relative position between two source language phrases aligned to the two adjacent target language
phrases. The phrase translation probabilities and phrase distortion probabilities are calculated from the N-best phrase
alignment of the training bilingual sentences. To obtain Nbest phrase alignment, we devised a novel phrase alignment
algorithm based on word translation probabilities and N-best
search. Experiments show that the phrase distortion model
and phrase translation model improve the BLEU and NIST
scores over the baseline method.

1. Introduction
In recent years, phrase-based translation models have become the mainstream of statistical machine translation, because they can represent context-based word selection and
local word reordering better than word-based translation
models. Previous phrased-based translation models[1, 2],
however, are not effective for global phrase reordering, because their distortion model is too simplistic. As it was designed simply to penalize nonmonotonic phrase alignment, it
is difficult to handle translations that require complex word
reordering, such as between Japanese and English.
In this paper, we present a novel distortion model for
phrase-based statistical machine translation. It models the
probability of relative position between two source language
phrases aligned to the two adjacent target language phrases.
To obtain the distortion model, we first make a phrase alignment of each sentence pair in the training corpus. We then
calculate the phrase distortion probability from the relative
frequency of respective events in the phrase aligned training corpus. In order to cope with the sparse data problem, word reordering is classified into four states: monotone, monotone-gap, reverse, and reverse-gap. Phrases are
also classified based on the part of speech of the first and last
word.
We need phrase translation probabilities to get phrase

alignment from the training corpus, but we need phrase alignment to get phrase translation probabilities. To solve this
chicken and egg problem, we devised a novel phrase alignment algorithm using word translation probabilities and forward beam search. Phrase distortion probabilities mentioned
above are calculated from the result of this phrase alignment.
The phrase alignment algorithm can easily be extended to
obtain N-best phrase alignment using backward A* search,
such as [3]. We found that phrase translation probabilities
calculated from the result of this N-best phrase alignment
improve the translation accuracy significantly.
In the following sections, we first explain our translation model including the phrase distortion model and phrase
alignment algorithm. We then report the experiments’ results
and show the effectiveness of our phrase distortion model.

2. Baseline Translation Model
In the noisy channel approach to machine translation, we
search for the target (English) sentence   that maximizes the
probability of the target sentence  given the source (foreign)
sentence  . By using Bayes rule, the posterior probability
  can be decomposed into the product of target sentence
probability   and source sentence probability given target
sentence    .


              
Here, the models for computing   and     are called
the language model and translation model, respectively.
In phrase-based statistical machine translation, source
sentence  is segmented into a sequence of phrases #! $ " ,
and each source phrase ! % is translated into a target phrase
 % . Target phrases may be reordered.
!
The translation model used in [1] is the product of trans&  ! %  ! %' and relative distortion probability
lation
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where  ! %. $ and  ! % are adjacent target phrases,(  ! %. $ and  ! % are
source phrases aligned to  ! %. $ and  ! % , and is the relative
distance between  ! % . $ and  ! % .
Since the above distortion model involves too many parameters to estimate, we approximate it in several steps.
(
First, we classify the relative distance into four states:

Figure 1: Example of relative distortion

.

where ) % denotes the start position of the source phrase that
is translated into the -th target phrase, and + %. $ denotes the
end position of the source phrase translated into the  *
-th
target phrase.
Translation probability is calculated from the relative
frequency of the respective source phrase given the target
phrase.

monotone: The two source phrases are adjacent, and
are in the same order as the two target phrases.
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  !  gives the frequency of the source phrase
where
!
 ! aligned to the target phrase  ! in the parallel corpus. Note
that, due to Bayes rule, the translation direction is inverted
from a modeling standpoint.
The distortion model used in [1] is empirically defined as
follows, with an appropriate value for parameter .
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Figure 1 illustrates the idea of relative distortion, using
Japanese to English translation as an example. The target
English sentence is generated from left to right by translating
the source Japanese phrases in arbitrary order. Suppose we
are generating target phrase “help” by translating the source
phrase “
”. The source phrase translated into the previous target phrase “disposed to” is “
”. Since the
start position of the source phrase for this target phrase ) %
is 4, and the end position of the source phrase for previous
 * .
target phrase + %. $ is 8, the relative distortion is *
The purpose of the distortion model in Equation 3 is simply to penalize nonmonotonic phrase alignment. It cannot
represent the general tendency of global phrase reordering, in
terms of the distance and direction of the movement, as well
as their dependency on phrase type. For example, for English
to Japanese translation, the verb phrase generally moves toward the end of the sentence. In the next section, we present
a novel phrase distortion model that considers these aspects.
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3. Phrase Distortion Model
We define our phrase distortion model as the probability of
relative distance between two source language phrases that
are aligned to the two adjacent target language phrases,

.

monotone-gap: The two source phrases are not adjacent, but are in the same order as the two target
phrases.

.

reverse: The two source phrases are adjacent, but are
in reverse order of the two target phrases.

.

reverse-gap: The two source phrases are not adjacent,
and are in reverse order as the two target phrases.

We then classify each phrase by the part of speech of its
head word. We define (arguably) the first word of each phrase
as head word for English and Chinese, and the last word of
each phrase as head word for Japanese.
Finally, we consider a series of distortion models that
have increasingly complex dependencies.
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where / )100 54 represents the classification of each phrase.

When we classify each phrase by the part of speech of its
head word, we identify the above five distortion models as
type 1, 2s, 3s, 4s and 5s, respectively.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show examples of phrase distortion models type 2s and type 3s, respectively, for Japanese
to English translation. Here, monotone, monotone-gap, reverse, reverse-gap are represented by 1, 2, -1,( -2, respec ! % ,
tively. In Figure 3, the first three elements are , )
)   % . $ , respectively. The fourth and fifth element are
!
the distortion probability and frequency of this event in the
training corpus.
Since we are not sure whether it is appropriate to define
the head word of each phrase for each language a priori, we
 of each
also tried “dual” distortion models, where )
phrase represented by both the first and the last word of each
phrase. We call them type 2d, 3d, 4d, and 5d. An example
  ! % and )   %. $
of 3d is shown in Figure 4, where )
!
are represented by two POS tags.
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DT NNS|1|2
NNP NNP|0.0526315789473684|1
NNP TO|0.333333333333333|1
. NN|1|1

Figure 4: Example of phrase distortion model type 3d
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 - |0.456879958687386|9732
 -
|0.380326288979142|5525
 - |0.0594823032223983|563
 -   |0.578082191780822|422
!#" -!#" |0.159919507575758|1351
 - |0.00304719568373694|1020

2. If the lexical translation probability of a phrase translation candidate is less than the threshold, it is deleted.
3. Each phrase translation candidate is expanded toward
its neighbors as described in [1].

Figure 2: Example of phrase distortion model in type 2s
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1. All pairs of one word from the source sentence and
one word from the target sentence are considered as
the phrase translation candidates.
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WDT|0.676470588235294|69
WP|0.360189573459716|152
WRB|0.309219858156028|218
,|0.175824175824176|16
.|0.216|27
CC|0.130434782608696|3

5. This expansion and deletion is repeated until no further
expansion is possible.
6. Search for consistent phrase alignment among all combinations of the above phrase translation candidates.

Figure 3: Example of phrase distortion model type 3s

4. Phrase Alignment
The phrase distortion model in the previous section is computed from the Viterbi phrase alignment of the training corpus. In order to obtain this phrase alignment, we search for
the segmentation of source and target sentences that maximizes the product of lexical translation probabilities    ! %  ! % ,
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Here, lexical translation probability [4] is an approximation
of phrase translation probability based on the word translation probabilities estimated by using GIZA++[5],
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4. If the lexical translation probability of the expanded
phrase translation candidate is less than the threshold,
it is deleted.

We can obtain the Viterbi phrase alignment by using
beam search from the beginning of the sentence to the end.
We also can obtain the N-best phrase alignment by using A*
search as described in [3].
Here, we must consider three parameters: phrase translation candidate threshold, beam width, and the number of
N-best alignments. Preliminary tests have shown that the appropriate parameter is 1e-15 for phrase candidate threshold,
1000 for beam width, and 20 for the number of N-best. Nbest phrase alignment is used for computing the phrase translation model, and Viterbi alignment is used for computing the
phrase distortion model.
Figure 5 shows an example of the best 3 phrase alignments for a Japanese-English bilingual sentence. Each line
represents a phrase translation candidate, where the first item
is source phrase, second and third items are start and end positions of the phrase in the source sentence, fourth and fifth
items are the parts of speech of the first and last words in the
source phrase. After that, the same information for the target
phrase is listed.

(6)

are words in the phrases.
The phrase alignment is obtained by following these
steps:

5. Corpus and Tools
We participated in Supplied Data + Tools Track in JapaneseEnglish and Chinese-English translation because we need a
part of speech tagger to obtain part of speech information
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Figure 5: Example of N-best phrase alignment for Japanese-English bilingual sentence
for our phrase distortion model. We did not use the word
segmentation information of Japanese and Chinese provided
in the supplied data because of the constraints of the POS
tagger we used.
Word segmentation and POS tagging for Japanese was
done by ChaSen[6]. As ChaSen’s part of speech has a
hierarchy, we used the first two layers. Word segmentation and POS tagging for Chinese was done by our own
tool[7]. English is tokenized by a tool provided by LDC
(tokenizer.sed)[8], and POS tagged by MXPOST[9]. Word
translation probabilities are obtained by using GIZA++[5].
English are lowercased for training.
We used a back-off word trigram model as the language
model. It is trained from the lowercased English side of the
parallel training corpus using Palmkit[10].
For Japanese-English translation, we used a minimum error rate training tool provided by CMU[11]. The features
used were the following:

.
.

Phrase translation probability (both directions)[1]

.

Lexical translation probability (both directions)[4]

.

Word penalty[12]
Phrase distortion probability

We didn’t apply minimum error rate training to ChineseEnglish translation because we found no significant improvements for some reasons.

6. Experiments and Discussions
First, we compared our phrase extraction method with the
conventional method described in [1]. Table 1 shows the
NIST and BLEU scores for development set 2 in JapaneseEnglish translation. We found that our phrase extraction
method using N-best phrase alignment significantly improved the translation accuracy.

We then compared our phrase distortion model to the
conventional distortion model[1]. Figure 6 shows the BLEU
scores of the Japanese-English and Chinese-English translations created with various distortion models. Here, distortion
model type 0 represents the conventional model [1]. Table 2
and Table 3 are NIST and BLEU scores for development set 2
of Japanese-English translation with various distortion models, before and after minimum error rate training. We found
that, in general, distortion models type 2s and 3s yield a slight
improvement in accuracy.
Table 1: Translation accuracy for development set 2 of
Japanese-English with different phrase extraction methods
phrase extraction NIST score BLEU score
conventional
7.6162
0.3375
our method
8.8159
0.4471

Table 2: Translation accuracy for development set 2 of
Japanese-English with different distortion models (before
MER training)
distortion type NIST score BLEU score
0
8.7706
0.4050
1
8.9302
0.4219
2s
9.0435
0.4264
3s
8.9000
0.4179
4s
8.9419
0.4231
5s
8.8852
0.4168
2d
8.9904
0.4231
3d
8.9792
0.4214
4d
8.6711
0.3895
5d
8.7216
0.3959
In the experiments, the BLEU and NIST scores for distortion models 4d and 5d were generally very low. This is

Figure 6: BLEU score of Japanese-English and Chinese-English translation with different distortion models

Table 3: Translation accuracy for development set 2 of
Japanese-English with different distortion models (after
MER training)
distortion type NIST score BLEU score
0
8.9551
0.4593
1
8.8916
0.4549
2s
8.9454
0.4581
3s
8.9846
0.4588
4s
8.9489
0.4539
5s
8.9995
0.4586
2d
8.8941
0.4500
3d
8.9219
0.4466
4d
8.8263
0.4181
5d
8.8829
0.4298

probably caused by data sparseness. The distortion model
must consider 8 to 10 parts of speech using only the supplied
data. The situation might be different if we had more training
data.
We could not get phrase alignment for 1095 (5.5%) of the
20000 training sentences. In general, if the training parallel
sentence is too long, we cannot get phrase alignment because
of the large search space. As these sentences are not used for
training at all, it probably hurt the performance significantly.
Some countermeasure is needed, for example, limiting the
search space for those long sentences by using the distortion
model obtained from relatively short sentences.
In this experiment, the number of (N-best) phrase alignments for a sentence is fixed. This strategy is not the best
because the number of plausible phrase alignments increases
exponentially against sentence length. We must vary the
number of alignments according to sentence length. It might
be worth investigating other representation forms of phrase
alignments, such as word graph.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel phrase distortion model and
a novel phrase alignment method for computing a more useful phrase distortion model. We show, by experiment, that
the phrase distortion model described herein offers improved

translation accuracy over the baseline method.
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